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WHAT DO THE
GOVERNMENT-S OF

ITAI;Y', JAPAN AND
THE UNITED STATES
HAVE IN COMMON?
Professor Harvey Molotch
Says All Three Have
Some Corruption, But
The U.S. Hides It Better
Bert

w. W·rn.....

By ~TIILEEN McNALLY
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The Former Student
Government President
Speaks About Life,
Work and Baruch.
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By JACQUEUNE MULHERN
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Bert w. Wasserman came to
Baruch in 1950 with a determination to develop his intellect and to
achieve his career goals. He was
elected the President of the Student
Council (now called the Day Session Student Government) in 19S3.
He participated in other extracurricular activities such as the
fraternity Alpha Phi Omega and the
committees
which organized
proms and parties.
The Baruch student who obtained his B.B. A. in accounting in 1954
is new the Chief Financial Officer
of Warner Communications, Inc.,
an entertainment and communications company with business interests around the world. In addition. Wasserman serves on
Warner's Board of Directors and
worts in the Office of the President.
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In the 34 years since his graduation from Baruch, Wasserman has, I
in his words, "tried each day to
learn a little more, to be inquisitive,
to try and understand the total picture," while advancing his career. It
was his four years at Baruch which
laid the foundation for his future
success in both his personal and
professional lives.
,
Recently, Wassennan reminisced
about his college days in his large,
well-appointed office high atop the
Warner building in Rockefeller
Center.
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THE MASTER BUILDERS
Students Build Sets For Theatron s Latest Production
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He was President of the Student
Council in 1953, the year that •'City
College downtown" was renamed
the Bernard M. Baruch School of
Business and Public Administration. His school participation gave
him insights not only into Baruch
but also about life.
"I learned to work with others,
to try to convince people of my
point of view, but realizing it was a
democracy and that you're not
always right and you don't always
prevail. .. You learn to live with it
when another decision is made,"
Wasserman commented, adding
, that "It's still that way in business
today. "
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His strong involvement in extracurricular activities gave him great
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personal benefits. While on a committee to organize a party, he met
-cioo'Iatefmarried fellow student
Sandra Kahn and established
friendships that continue to this day.
And his participation at Baruch has
not ceased. A former President of
the Baruch College Fund, Wasserman is active in the Alumni
Association.
"I'll never forget my roots," he
declared. "I think it's important
that people remember what the
school gave them and to give a little
back," he said.
His roots go back to Brooklyn
where he was born and raised.
, Though his parents were not college
graduates, they stressed the importance of higher education to their
son.
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Bert W. Wasserman in 1955
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Five years ago in
Ticker...
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Wasserman credits Baruch for
giving him an excellent education in
accounting.
"In my area of study (accounting), Baruch offers one of the best
educations in the city," Wasserman
boasted.
After graduating from Baruch,
Wasserman served a two-year stint
in the army. He returned to New
York and enrolled in Brooklyn Law
School. While working in the
daytime, be attended classes four
years, four nights a week. Though
he was admitted to the bar, Be never
practiced law. Instead, he kept his
job as a certified public accountant
so he could better support his family.
•'In those days, you got a job at
$75 a week and you were happy,"

he commented.
Wasserman worked' for the accounting firm that was employed by
Kenny (the company that later
became Warner.) He switched from
the firm to the company in 1966 and
became the Chief Financial Officer
in 1981. He described his job: "My
chief responsibility is to see that the
financial statements of the company are controlled and the assets
of the company are controlled and
that the information we publish to
the stockholders and the Securities
and Exchange Commission are correct. .. to plan for the future financial needs of the company and that
you're on top of all the company's
divisions so that there are no surprises. "
Wasserman supervises the
finances of Warner's 18 divisions
which include Warner Bros. (film,
television and records), Atlantic
Records and Mad magazine. In
1987, Warner, Inc. reported
revenues of $3.4 billion and net income in excess of $328 million.
Wasserman does not believe that a
person from a working-class
background has a more difficult
time reaching top management
positions than anyone else. He
stresses two factors - a good
education and hard work - as the
key to success.
"People need to understand the
importance of higher education,"
he explained.
"I told my daughter, 'Yes, in the
world we live in, it's easier for someone who graduated from Harvard or Yale to open the first
(career) door. But then you stand
on your own two feet." ,
"I'm not saying that someone
who comes in here (Warner) from
Baruch gets the same perceived
treatment as someone from an Ivy
League school. But, yet, that person (from Baruch) could be as welleducated and could be just as much
of an asset to the company:'

Students petitioned to place an
activity fee hike on the ballot. At
that time half of the required 10
percent of the students had already
signed the petition which asked to
place such a referendum on the
ballot to cover past deficit cost,
capital expenditures and reinstatement of services that had been cut
... In other news the Board of
Trustees proposed a $117,000 plan
to convert the 23rd Street elevators
to automatic operation.

Ten years ago In
Ticker...
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The
Sal'itri ltatisanul, Ariande Condos, slid Unda Mazur Oft the wt of A View From Tbe Brid".

The Baruch College bookstore

By .JOHN MARIGLJANO

was closed for a day when a pipe

PART-lIII

broke and flooded the store. The

water level in some areas was three
. inches and many supplies had
undergone substantial damage.
Ten-thousand dollars worth of
grants for foreign students was lost
after Baruch's financial aid committee met and decided to discontinue the grants prior to this time.
Money had been awarded to foreign
students who demonstrated need
and were taking at least 12 credits.

Fifteen years ago In The
Ticker...
The results of the student government elections hung in t he balance
while Baruch's president Wingfield
decided whether or not to validate
the results. Many people asked that
a new election be held as very few
students voted. Meanwhile a Ticker
editorial implored the president to
validate the election, but at the
same time to lay down guidelines
for its organization... Edward
James was reinstated following a
suspension after hitting Linda
Matula, chairperson of the studednt
government, at a meeting.

Twenty years ago in The
Ticker...
Baruch got ready for a black
heritage exposition, featuring a
week-long array of exhibits, poetry,
reading, films and drama
celebrating
Afro-American
culture... A committee was set up
headed by Dean Andrew Lavender
to study a liberal arts curriculum to
get ready for the first group of
liberal arts students who would attend the college the following year.

As the elevator. doors open on the . __Hft··· fttust -i:Je-_··the-·· student~s
theatre," she proclaims. "For'it to
ninth floor, the faint hum of an
succeed, there must be a strong and
electric saw can be heard. No, the
steady
commitment. When the
school isn't under construction
students demonstrate their willagain. Instead, students are hard at
ingness to work, they will have a
work building the set for this
definite
say in what plays will be
semester's production, Arthur
produced in the future."
Miller's A View From The Bridge.
Upon entering Room 911,
a.k.a. "The Studio Theatre," you
meet the friendly and energetic crew
of student stagehands. This crew is
See
supervised by faculty member and
professional set decorator, Linda
"Theatre' ,
Mazur. Mazur, whose credits include H.B.O. 's "Young Comeon Page B4
dians" specials and work on
P.B.S., television is excited about
the present and future of theatre at
Baruch.
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nCKER ClII$$/FIED$

You can do both -- plus
erqoy the advantage
of choosing a flexible
morning or afternoon
schedule. All you need
is a clear, pleasant
voice. and the ability to
explain a few basic facts
about our highly innovative tele-conferencing
programs to selected
professionals. No seiling or surveying is requi red. It's interesting.
pays an excellent hourly
rate, and takes place in
comfortable surroundings in our conveniently
located Mid - Ma,nhanan
office. For full detaus:
CALL: 9AM-1PM.
Mon. through Fri',

JOBS IN AUSTRALIA
tmrnscrate Ooernnc for Men and Women
S11000 to $60,000
Construcnon
ManufactUring. Secretana Work Nurses

-

Ergineering, Sales HU~d;ecs_of JODS
ustec CALL NOW' 206- 736-7000 Ex1
51
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LONELY?
Need a Date?
Write Datetime. 134 W. 32M St
Suite 602. New York. N Y 10001

FEMALE ROOMMATE:
Looking for a female roommate to share
an apartment in Astoria. OLJeens Close to
#7. N&R trains Nice area, $300 per month

•
NATIONAL MARKETING
FIRM
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CRUISE SHIPS
Hiring Men and Women. Summer &
Career Opportunities (Will Tram) Exceuent Pay Plus World Travel Hawaii.
Bahamas. Caribbean. Etc. CALL NOW'
206-737-7000 Ext 511C
Now

L•• (212) 599·5293
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2272 Broadway (82nd SI.)
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Hone Your ProfessionaJ
Skills While You Earn!
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For in1ormation call:
(914) 941 -9070 . Dunng week
(718) 937-3020 - weekends

w

seeks arnomous junior. senior. or graduate
student to manage on-campus promotions
for top national companies this semester.
Flexible hours with -earnings potential to
52.500. Call Lisanne or Judy C. at

~

1-800-592-2121.
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TUTORING
Prof, tutor 'offering indi" mstructon In
MATH tCOII Alg., Gee. Int Aig . Trig.
Precaic. Calc. Finit Matll. Statistics) ..
PHVSICS .. SPANtStoI
GEA~AN

FRENCH ..

.. COMM. CORRESPONDENCE
Call Rav

* EXPORT PROCEDURE S6·8/hr

Bacchus 718-493-6942.

WANTED: Your Ad
S20 for 2" x , ..
S10 for each added 2" )(

*

1 ..

Must be paid in advance.
Bring your
with a check or money order to
The Ticker. Room SO, F. Student Center. 725-7622
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Part Two In a Series· About Canada
BJ ~ ATHANIEL KANNER

The next leg on my journey in
Canada, the land renowned for the
Kodiak Bear and Caribou (which.
incidentally, do not roam
everywhere), led me to Ottawa, the
nation's capital. From Montreal.
Ottawa is two hours west by car.
Ottawa strikes the visitor as a
quaint little burg. Clean, but that is
what I've come to expect from the

Three Gothic buildings wit h
green copper rooves dominate the
city from Parliament Hill. These are
Ottawa's Parliament buildings,
their facades steeped with elegance
and grace, proclaiming to all who
encounter them the great purpose
they serve - housing the Canadian
federal government. The three
edifices are placed on an inverted

"People are pleasant,
but a-mite conservative."
country on the whole. People are
pleasant, but a mite conservative.
Smaller than average capital cities,
it's population is slightly less than
550,CXX> in the metropolitan area.
Due to Ottawa's relatively small
size. most of the affordable accomodation are in the downtown
area. You can be in the heart of the
city. where all of the capital's attractions are within convenient access.
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to your CPA quest-oris
Interesting, isn't it? Call us to find out
more And ask about our Specie. Team

Tuition discounts
!I:
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LAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN E[)U(AnONAL CENTER LTD.

Call Days, Evenings, Even Weekends

212-977-8200
131 West 56 Street (Between 6th & 7th Ave)
NewYor~N.'( 10019

66THEATRE"
Continued from page B3
In the meantime, her crew is
creati ng an un usual set. .. I want the
audience to be a part of.4 View. It's
such a great and powerful play. I
want them to leave feeling as if
they've learned something." "he
says enthusiastically.
Mazur, who was originally hired
as Technical Director, received a
bonus in the form of special student
t a len t .
.A. ria d nee 0 nd (1 'i,
\\" h 0
1S
pre s id en,
0 f
Stag e w i s e
(Baruch's "backstage" clu b), is
currently doing an independent
study course in play production
with Professor Mimi D'Aponte.
Ariadne has always been interested
in theatre, but didn't become involved until last year's production
of Carnival L. where she was
Assistant Prop Mistress. It was on
that set she was approached by Professor Susan Spector about the independent study program.
"I carne from Bronx Science
High School, which is very math
oriented. So naturally I became a
finance major," she admits. "I had
no idea that these Arts Administration courses existed. Now that I
know, I'll take advantage of every
opportunity." Ariadne has since

lilt m US [ be the
student's tbeetre. "
Mazur proclaims.
For it to succeed,
there must be a·
strong and steady
commitment. "

become an ad-hoc theatre major.
Ed Mo y , who is taking
D'Aponte's Introduction to Acting
course, stayed after class one day to
ask a question. Since he was the only one around. he became a
"volunteer" stagehand. He stuck
with it. and has become a virtuoso
with a hammer. "You must be
dedicated," Ed added, "But the
dedication pays off when you see
the production come together."
A View From The Bridge
will run from November fifteenth
through the nineteenth, with two
shows on the nineteenth. Anyone
interested in working behind the
scenes can contact Stage Manager
Alan Levenstein in Room 911, 23rd
Street. For more information on the
Theatre Arts program, see
0' Aponte in the Speech Department,
or
stop
in
a
Theatre/Stagewise club meeting
Thursdays in Room 911.
And if you hear a hammer pounding or a humming saw, know that
the theatre is alive at Baruch.

(Marigliano is an actor
in the Baruch production
and the President of
Theatron.)

V-shape plan, around a great centrallawn. During the summer months, an '~ent military ceremony
known as The Changing of the
Guards' is performed by the
Governor-general's Foot Guards
and the Canadian Grenadier
Guards each morning. A horde of
soldiers dressed in 19th century
British troop uniforms march down
Wellington street to the beat of a
military band. They assemble and a
ceremonial inspection of dress and
weapons is conducted, along with a
Trooping of the Colours on the
field. The parade is truly a sight to
behold, an event straight out of the
years of Canada's British sovereignty. An equally astounding seasonal
event is the lights how given on the
Parliamentary grounds. This show
takes place at night, when the
buildings are floodlit and bold
against a clear, starry Canadian
sky. The immense buildings come
to life as each is provided a voice
and personality from hidden
speakers on the grounds. The
buildings and surrounding statuary
are illuminated during a lively narrative of Canada's history. The program is given in both English and
French. I stayed for both shows and
the French rendition is equally impressive, maybe more so because I
didn't understand a word of it!
Fantastic.
Ottawa is home to a variety of
museums that will cater to almost
every taste and interest. After the
morning spectacle at the Parliatnent
buildings, you can take a few of
them in because they're centrally
located around Parliament Hill.
The new National Gallery of
Canada cannot be missed. Along
with it's very substantial and impressive permanent collection, the

During the
day/ as I have

noted, things

a problem.

At night
Though, you
maybe

disappointed.

Gallery hosts travelling exhibitions
in the Special Exhibition Galleries.
'fI1e Degas €oHection. now at"""tite
M'etropotitanMuseurh. of Art in New York, was featured when I was
there. Art lovers will marvel at the
museum's treasurers within, as well
as it's architecture constructed completely of glass and steel.
Further north along Sussex drive
is a large expanse of lush park land
and the Rideau Falls, which aren't
quite as impressive as Niagara but
are still awesome in their own right.
The National Aviation Museum
and Rideau Hall located in
Rackliffe Park are the only distractions from the peaceful greenery.
During the day, as I have noted,
things to do aren't a problem. At
night though, you may be disappointed. Truth is, after 6 p.m. Ottawa is a dead town. All the government fat cats are tucked snugly in
their beds, leaving visitors to
wonder: Where do I go other than
to sleep? Restaurants and a few
taverns are open, else there simply
isn't much to do. Hull, a neighbor
suburb. is where you 'Il find
nightlife after sunset.
My last stop in Canada was
Toronto. The drive is hefty, about 6
and a half hours southwest from
Ottawa. The differences between
these two cities are vivid. Where Ottawa is unassuming and picturesque, vibrant and cosmopolitan are
more fitting to aptly characterize
Toronto. Toronto is Canada's
financial, industrial and cultural
center, as well as being it's largest
English-speaking city. The face of
Toronto is modern. with glasswalled skyscrapers rising cleanly
from geometric plazas. Those at
home in New York's intense and
bustling pace will adapt to Toronto
with remarkable ease.
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See "Canada"

on Page B6
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Stark's Arts
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"Toronto is a
modern city at its
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best. The city
planners made

T,", Brothers From
L.A. *
tryinllto llapin an
unusual wayI

their 'designs
ioteltiqenttv,

keeping in mind

*(Laure'tGn Queens)

the needs of the

Luv Brotben and these two rap
hopefuls are banking on the upcoming release of a hard-hitting rap
12-inch, and later a album, to
catapult them into stardom. Relaxing, the radical Mr.D-Lover (Derrick), takes another cigarette and
begins to t4 about the record.
"The 12-inch we got coming out is
caned Keep 17Ie Music Hype. It's
possible that we'll have another cut
on the flip side called We Don't
Play, but Keep The Music Hype is
the maincut,'
Keep The Music Hype is just
that. It's hype. It' is just one track
from an album tentatively called
Rugged Like A Nugget (Nugged).
"That's just one possible name for
the LP," CA exclaims. "The album
is really in its early stages and
depending on how the music goes

rappers do, at least not consciously.
I'd rather speak my peace straight
up and let people know just where
I'm coming from than hide
messages in raps. One rapper I
know had messages about stopping
violence and all that stuff in his
music, and people were still beating
each other up and trying to kill one
another, so hidden messages mean
nothing. " Derrick is referring to the
continuing acts of violence that accompany rap concerts, most recently at a rap show at the Nassau Coliseum that left one person dead and
many others injured.
"Rap is getting a bad rap...because
the media likes to magnify that sort
of thing all out of proportion, " CA
says calmly. "You see, what the
media isn't making clear is that it
isn't the rap industry that is causing
the violence problem, but rather a
certain few that come to these concerts looking to start trouble. It
isn't even New York. I mean, sure,
it's true that New York's reputation
isn't that good to begin with, and
when something like rap violence

The sudden bombardment of rap
artists on scene doesn't phase them
one bit. "To us there is no competition. This ain't no prize fight," CA
states with a grimmace. "Competi-:
tionstarts in the home when people
start comparing and talking that
'who can beat who' stuff." "We
got to look out for ourselves, n Derrick exclaims. "All we want to do is
make music for people who are going to pay for it." CA thinks for a
second and then sums up the problem he and Derrick face regardiDg
competition. "There are two types
of records out there, hits and
failures. It's the artist's responsibility to make a record happen and
keep its momentum up." "It's all
public relations," Derrick explains.
"Our music is our baby. If you
want it bad enough you're going to
get it." And wanting this record is
something Derrick and Anthony
want really badly.
"Putting out a record takes a lot
of work. You just don't go into a
studio and come out with an entire

people who

would-be living
there. "
,

Do_towa Toroato

~
....

overflowing with import shops that
are sure to have practically any
hard-to-fmd item you are looking
for.
As with almost any major
metropolitan city, a variety of
res.~W:~~,_."C1lJ~J_ and.. ni8h~cl~bs
are available. Some of the better
ones, though, belong to diverse
ethnicities
of Toronto. Included
as an tribute to an Sir Henry's industrial contribution to Toronto's with some of the curious spots are a
Nordic Lounge complete with a
early growth.
model of a viking ship, and a
scale
Toronto is burgeoning with
numerous theaters and sizeable Ukrainian Caravan Cabaret that
shopping districts. Repertory, din- specializes in colorful dancing,
ner, and traditional theaters are songs and comedy.
Whatever your preferences are in
scattered throughout the city.
culture
and city life, you will proVisitors should take advantage of
and experience all the innovative bably find intriguing and explorable
work being done young actors and options in Canada. The people are
actresses in Toronto. The most ar- friendly, the streets are safe, and
dent shop-a-holies will be satisfied it's not likely that you'll want for
by the stores of every kind to be excitement. Probe beyond the
found on Yonge Street between unobtrusive veneer and discover
Dundas and Queen.
The what lies where the world seldom
Chinatown region of Toronto IS looks.

.~.

Continued from' Page B5
During the peak touring season,
affordable accornodations are pretty hard to find.in downtown Toronto. Motels in the immediate suburbs
are your best bet for lodgings. Like
Montreal, Toronto has a subway
transit system, and it is the smartest
way to get around. Traffic in
Toronto is vicious, anyone who is
acquainted with Manhattan will
sympathize. Park the car, get out,
and walk! Your headaches will be
fewer. Better yet, before embarking
on your own adventures, take a bus
or trolley tour of the city to acquaint yourself with the city and
sites you'll want to visit later.
Toronto is a modern city at it's
best. The city planners made their
designs intelligently, keeping in
mind the needs of the people who
would be living there. Dwelling in a
dense, crowded urban area can be
taxing in human terms. Desiring to
overcome these shortcomings of
metropolitan life. over 200
municipal parks were included to
arrange for a more hospitable atmosphere. The effect of this well
considered structure is noticeable.
Inhabitants, while residing in an incredibly vital and active city, never
lose their civility. New Yorkers
could learn something from them.
The most distinctive element of
Toronto's skyline is the eN Tower.
The 553 meter high tower is considered the largest free-standing
structure in the world. Featured at
the 350 meter level is a revolving
restaurant which affords the diner
an absolutely magnificent
panoramic view of Toronto at
night, with shining city lights blazing in the darkness. A nightclub is
on the 346 meter level, and observation decks at the 342-, 346-, and 447
meter levels. At the base of the
Tower is a multi-media catapult into the 21st century - The Tour of

and industrialist. Between 1911 and
1914, after years of studying Old
World castles and gathering genuine materials, he built this architectural masterpiece. The castle
is majestic and luxurious, comprised of 98 rooms detailed with furnishings befitting royalty. There are
even secret passageways, wine
cellars, and an 800 foot tunnel
leading to a towered stable which
once quartered some of the finest
horses in stalls amid Spanish tile
and mahogany. Sir Henry eventually went bankrupt, and couldn't afford the upkeep of the castle.
However, now the city maintains it

the Universe. The "tour" is actually a simulated flight to Jupiter using
elaborate sets, costumed guides,
and futuristic exhibits. Those
who've been to Disney's EPCOT
center will recognize that it is in that
futuristic vein, giving us a peek at
what could possibly be man's
destiny in space.
Want to experience the grandeur
of a medieval castle without going
to Europe? Then Toronto's Casa
Loma is the only answer!
This
magnificent landmark is an authentic reproduction of castles of
medieval times. Sir Henry Pellatt,
it's builder, was a soldier, financier
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- h e television set was on, but the when_ the fashionably late OJ of
sound was turned way down. Der- De Love Brother duo strolled in
rick Hale, also known as some in smiling and sporting a bright blue
the rap industry as Mr. D-Lover, New York Knkks jacket. Derrick
sat sternly at his kitchen table and CA immediately threw
waiting for his dinner to heat in the themselves into a heated argument
microwave. He stroked his beard, that sounded like a hilariously
which thinned out drastically at the vigorous exchange of slang double
sideburns, with concern and reach- talk. This argumentative banter ined for a cigarette form an almost eluded a mixture of business pro.
empty pack of Newports. His stern cedure, facts, wise cracks and inposture faded with a puff on the sults, and went on for about five
menthol cigarette and Derrick stret- minutes before the two finally settlched his legs out across the floor. ed down. "We do this shit all the
He slumped slightly in his seat and time," CA said with a grin. "Don't
began to raise one lei, apparently to mind us, Derrick doesn't know
set it on a nearby counter, when a what he's talking about." Derrick
bell rang signaling that his supper said nothing as CA reached for his
_
cigarettes and put one iB his mouth.
was ready.
"Where the hell is he?" he c'The reason I don't have any
bellowed in an exasperated tone. cigarettes now is because people like
"I'm a few minutes late and sud- you are always taking them without
denly everyone is thrown off asking." CA grinned again and
schedule!" Derrick, obviously an- began drinking Derrick's soda, apnoyed at the fact that his partner parently ignoring his partner, trying
Anthony Marchante (known as CA to get just the desired reaction from
in the business) had not shown up at him. Derrick merely stared at him
his house yet for this expose, grabb- with a blank look across his face
ed his meal and began eating. He and CA smiled "That's the look!."
Derrick and Anthony are strong
opted not to answer any questions
until his partner arrived.
in what they believe in. One is
Thirty-five minutes had now radical, the other is conservative,
elapsed from the scheduled time of and surprisingly they share many of
the interview and it seemed as the same views. One of their shared
though CA wasn't going to show beliefs is in rap music. They are TIle

-

we may not change the album's breaks out in New York, the media
name." Keep The Music Hype has a is quick to jump allover it." Dersteady drum beat, set off by a rick interjects, "They're just lookbackground mix of brassy horns, ing for a way to stop rap because
scratches and cuts, and has an rap music is set to sweep the country much like rock-n-roll did in the
underlying Reggae-type tone to it.
Derrick and CA, however, are 60s, and some people don't want
quick to point out that their music that. Rap is a ticket out of the ghetis not Reggae. "This jam is not to for a lot of blacks and some inReggae, Jazz, or Rhythm and dividuals just don't want to see the
Blues. It's our own specific style of young black youths get ahead." CA
music," states Mr. D-Lover with continues, "You just can't relate
force. "It's a definite club piece rap violence to its audience, it won't
that has my man D rapping to it," work. We can't control the auCA adds. We Do" 't Play,a rougher dience. We try, but we can't-A perand tougher cut then Keep The son is going to do what he or she
Music Hype, has already gotten radio wants to do no matter what RUDair play on the college radio station DMC, LL, KRS-One, or we say.
WBAU, and according to The La.. The very fact that rap is an urban
Brotben the commercial radio sta- music makes it a target for certain
newspapers and news shows. All
tions aren't far away.
Derrick, who has a very distinc- they want to do is' hype and
tive rap voice, has a rapid yet publicize rap violence." an' angry
mellow, delivery that is reminiscent Mr. D-Lover says.
When speaking with TIle Lav
of Eric B IUId RaId•. uI'm not
Brotben
on this issue, it is obvious
worried about being compared to.
Raldm," Derrick blurts out con- to see that they are concerned about
fidently. "A man puts a little base the direction rap has taken within
in his voice and suddenly he's a the last few years. Derrick especially
"Raldm.' Before Raldm people were continued to rant and rave on the
comparing mi to LL Cool J. Buy subject of rap violence with an arthe record an YOU'll: see that I am ray. of colorful four letter words.
an entirely di erent tyPe of rapper. But getting back to their upcoming
I rap about me! I don't like to put 12-inch, Mr. D-Lo-.er and CA feel
messages in my rhymes like some confident that their music will sell.

LP. There's a lot of red tape involved," CA says with authority. "It
takes time and you have to be patient. We almost fell apart because
we got lazy." Derrick picks up on
CA'5 thoughts and continues,
"That's right, and you have to be
careful out there too. We used to be
down with another kid who was in
to simply to steal my DJ from me. "
There is silence for a moment or
two then CA goes on. "The idea is
to have a professional attitude when
you go into something like this. No
in-house demo's for presentation.
In-house demos are good for.
blueprinting your work, but not
good for presenting to a producer
or record company. You have to
learn all the aspects of the business
because people are out there looking to take your money. That's how
we almost blew it, but Derrick, who
has a lot of initiative and get up and
go wasn't going for anybody's
bullshit. You see, D and I disagree
on a lot of things but we both share
the same goals, and when you keep
that in mind you can over come any
. obstacle." And apparently. overcoming obstacles is sometbina these
two men from Laurelton, Queens
have done. Their goal is finaDy
within their grasp, and their future
is entirely up to them.
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By MATI AUBRY

TALKING HEADS
David Byrne, the lead "Head,"
is a very complete musician and
conceptualist. The band he heads is
original, refreshingly versatile, and
at times strangely vocals, the
charismatic Byrne manages to
touch on some very poignant issues. Tuaertne Dreaa9 • 1IIIIq., etlJereal, and propeulve DeW poap, _ 't
the
For all the group's dichotomy, such public acclaim tbey ~e.
issues are presented quite tastefully.
Perhaps the best example of this returned to the music scene with etc.) is endless and she is singularly
concept is "Once In A lifetime," their new album "Optical Race." responsible for. the stature Island
the single that has been championed The concepts and sound remain as . Records has achieved. Again, Miss
by Paradise Garagers everywhere:
Jones is underground music.
surreal and intense as ever.

the core of underground music In
general. Despite their presentation
as sexual liberationists, FGTH is
quite capable as a group of musi. cians. Their discography includes
the infamous "Relax," the entire
version of which has never been
released due to sexual lyrics. The
version that accompanied the long
video "featured" on MTV is NOT
the entire version; it is a diluted
regurgitation. My personal favorite
is tile 'twelve-inch remix to "Rage
You may find yourself in a NEW YORK an PEECH BOYS
Hard," the lyrics of which led to
beautiful house
The Peech Boys are Larry
the naming of this column. Even if
With a beautiful wife
Levan 9 S own personal creation,
FGTH never releases another And you may ask yourself
coming straight from" the womb of
record, just on the basis of HReha" My God, how did I get there?
Puadise Garage. As musically defithey will always be remembered in
cient as they were, the Peecn Boys
the annals of underground music.
To me those lyrics, as well as were very inspirational, creating an
most of the Heads' music, searches almost gospel atmosphere. Their effor answers and deeper meanings in fect on the crowds they played
THE POllCE
As I ignore the inevitable snickers life. These lyrics demonstrate that before was truly a sight to behold.
from those in the peanut gallery, let spirituality underground music can It could be argued that no one movoften imparl. Along with ed tbe Garage crowd like the Peech
rrie relate to you my introduction to
The Police. This CCenlightetiment'~· u •••lJfetime, n the Heads~ .songs Boys could, With·tOe·definite excepcame during my eighth year in have often found their way into tion of Grace Jones. The Peech
school, on the way to basketball clubs, including "Burning Down Boys re-defined soul. taking its fans
practice. The tape (llater found out Tbe House" and HGenius of back to the old Motown days of
FRANKIE GOES TO
HOLLYWOOD
that the material carne from the Love." (The Tom Tom Club was a The Temptations and Marvin Gaye.
Byrne inspired and produced group "Life Is Sometbing Special"
Frankie Goes To Hollywood album "Zenyatta Mondatta") had
(FGTH) was (Still is?) an been playing in the car, 'and initially that featured Byrne's wife on lead and"Don 9t Make Me Wait" are
vocals.) As are The Police, Talking among their classics, and both
underground group, appearances I was too involved in my activities at
Heads is steeped in the funk tradi- reached cult status simply on the
on MTV notwithstanding. When I the time to notice the music.
"Don't Stand So Close To Me" tion of the 19705. They take the basis of their a capella tracks. There
analyze FGTH and its style. what
made me take notice. I thought the basics and shape those basics to was no funk here, just soul for days
I see is a modernized version of the
Village People. Like the Village beat - an eerie combination of suit their own needs. Talking Heads on end.
People, the members of FGTH are funk and reggae, spiced with is one of the few groups that will
not succumb to the transcience of GRACE JONES
homosexual. and quite at ease with references from Kant and lung Grace Jones, Miss Grace Jones.
was an interesting diversion from the underground music, for they are
their collective and individual sexPlease
do not omit the salutation.
complete
as
musicians
and
as
uality. (FGTH almost flaunts their banalities of adolescence. My inMiss Jones is... well, Miss Jones.
sexuality.) The message that both
terest led me to further investiga- vocalists.
She is aggressive, yet demure, ingroups seem to impart to their au- tion of The Police, and the next
sulting yet appealing, sexual,
frontier I encountered was a ran- TANGERINE DREAM
diences is freedom - freedom in
I have been a bit disappointed heterosexual, homosexual, and
one's life, freedom from the ting, raving, undeniably funky venworld's trivialities, and freedom of ture into some world where no man that Tangerine Dream (TO) has not asexual. She is Essence and Vogue
choice. This concept of freedom
has gone before. The vocals were received the public acclaim due and Penthouse and Hustler. She is
runs rampant throughout FGTH's sparse, the bass line was simple; the them. Then again, such exclusivity the lady you always wanted to bring
song was a minimalist's dream. The allows me to smile knowingly home to mother, and the heifer
music, and the concept i~ really at
whenever someone suddenly your father always warned you
discovers this "new group called about. She is the coy, unassuming
Tangerine Something." TO is as child you protect with your life, and
unique, ethereal, and progressive as the bitch Robin Givens thinks she
any group I have ever heard. The is. She is the queen of the Russian
group is the pioneer of the elec- Tea Room, and the diva Donna
tronic sound, and their sound has Summer always wished she was.
been embraced by Georgio She is colorful, yet colorless. When
Moroder, Kraftwerk; Miami Vice Webster defines paradox, ubiquity,
composer Jan Hammer, and and grand he notes "see Jones,
Manuel Gottsching among others. Grace." Miss Jones is underground
My introduction to TO came while music.
With the assistance of Larry
viewing Tom Cruise's 1984 movie,
Levan, Trevor Horn, and Sly Dun"Risky Business." Tangerine bar and Robbie Shakespeare, Miss
Dream was responsible for five of Jones has become the· hottest
the eleven songs on the movie's female or solo artist in the history
soundtrack,
including the music of underground music. She is the
NOW, AT LAST A REAL GUARANTE&!
that accompanied the now- Queen Diva; Loleatta Holloway,
I For the first time ever, Coal 800 preparation courses will
I
infamous
love scene between Cruise Gwen Guthrie, Donna Summer,
raise your test scores significantly. OR WE WilL REFUND
! YOUR FUll TUITION. That'S Coal aoos Real Guarantee.
and co-star Rebecca I>eMornay on and Liz Torres have nothing on
I Increase your chance Of attending the school of your first a Chicago "L" train. (Love On a Miss Jones. She is to underground
BO 0 choice. CAll NOW FOR DETAILS.
Real Train). I have used a lot of what Aretha Franklin is to soul, onCO URSES.
TD's material both on tape and in .Iy with more sass, more sex, and a
INC.
CALL NOW: 2'12 874-8787
the clubs, and its effect on the far superior physical presence. Her
crowd, especially in the wee hours listof hits (among them "Pull Up To
of the morning, is hypnotic. After a M)' Bumper," "My JllJIlalCaD
lengthy absence, TD has finally GIIY," "Slave To TIle RIIyt8m,"
Underground music is a diverse
genre that is as unclassifiable as it is
unusual. At any given moment
underground can be banal, grating,
repetitive, boring, lustful, inspirational, exciting, ethereal,
mysterious, hypnotic and progressive. Since the music can be all
of these things - at different times
or at once - then the artists that
produce underground music will be
as diverse and interesting as the
music itself. Underground music is
a very personal music; it is more a
feeling than a strictly encapsulated
musical formula. Lo, verily, and
thus, in this issue of "Tour of the
12 Inch", we will feature some of the
author's favorite underground artists. These artists are, to say the
least, unique in their music. presentation, and performance; they are
interesting as singular characters, as
part of their respective groups, and
as a part of this "Tour of the 12
Inch" compilation.
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Not Just Anotller

"Sherlock Holmes'"
Mo"ie

piece was "Voic~ Inside My
Head," and it led me to become a
full-fledged Policeman. For me, it
took simple funk to a new level. If
you are a club aficionado, you owe it
to yourself to give "Voices•.. " a
listen, for true musical bliss can be
achieved when the piece is (pumped
out at) one hundred-ten decibets.

Blue Chip

,

IMAGfNE; an ''ALIEN NA TION" "WITHOUT A CLUE"

aeuaa.

NOTES:
expected, the Liz Torres/Master C & J album has been
released; all songs have been licensed from Chicago's State Street
Records for import release on Jack
Trax•.. Let it be said here first:
Funk is back. Even Sade has gotten
into the groove. Her twelve-inch
release of "Nothing Can Come BetweeliUs" is mee, btit·the·killer is
"Make Some Room" on the "B"
side. It is a very strong sleeper hit. ..
"Useless" byKym Mazelle has been
released, both on EMI's '~London
TOWDe House" compilation album
and on a separate twelve-inch
single. Marshall Jefferson,
David Cole and Robert Clivilles did
the remixes on the twelve inch single,
which would lead one to believe
that the twelve-inch sounds better.
1 for one, do not think so. Excess
has definitely been a curse here;
they should have left well enough
alone... Hot Mix 5 has released an
acid LP featuring the latest singles
from Fingers, Inc... Backroom
Music ProductionS has released
what will be a classic on New York
Underground; it is called "Back To
Basks." The record is a five-cut
rnini-LP, and includes "Definition
of a Track." ••• Li'l Louis' latest
adventure on DanceDUlDia Records
is entitled "7 Days of Peace." •••
Artsta Records has two solid
records out. The first is by Jermaine
Stewart ("Don't Talk Dirty To
Me "). The attraction here is the
dub version, mixed by Phil Harding. The second is the Thompson
Twins're-release of "In The Name
Of Love," remixed and updated for
1988 by Shep Pettibone. .... . Love"
is the hottest twelve-inch ArIsta has
released since it released "Point of
No RetllrD" by Expose... Junior
Vasquez and Christine VlSCa have
opened up a loft named Sound Factory ADDex on 116 Crosby Street;
between Prince Street and West
Houston Street. Admission is $8.00
for members, $12.00 for nonmembers. Doors open at 11:00
p.m ... CORRECTION: The
Celestial Mix on Marshall Jefferson's "Open Your Eyes" has been
released commercially. It was stated
in an earlier edition that the mix
would be reserved for promotional
copies only.
As
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By BARBARA MEISSNER

The new movie '''Imagine: John
LeD non"
is an exceptional
documentary of Lennon's life.
Even moviegoers who are not enthusiastic BeatIe fans will enjoy this
film.
In the movie, Lennon's personality dramatically shifts from
the time when he was a Beatie, compared to the time after the Beatle's
were no longer together, As a
Beatie, he was very witty and
humorous. After Lennon married
Yoko Ono, and the group had
broken up, he became a serious
minded person. Much of his attention was focused on world issues,
such as peace and various comments on the Vietnam war. This is
much different from when he was
just up on a stage entertaining audiences, which was what his whole
youth was_s~nLd.QjA&. _
.
In one clip Lennon is with the
Beatles playing for Queen
Elizabeth, as well as a large public
audience. He asks for people in the
cheaper seats to help out by clapping their hands, and everybody
else- "just rattle your jewelry."
From moments like this, to eventually becoming a peace activist, the
change is evident. He says "peace is
more tangible than the Beatles."
The voice of Lennon was used to
narrate
the
movie.
This

to complete one final case, what
follows is' a madcap adventure
reminiscent of the Bob Hope films
of the fifties. (That's a compliment,
see them sometime)

Sherlock Holmes is the calm,
cool, collected English detective
who finds even the hardest cases
uelementary," right? And Dr. WatThe casting in this film was imson is his bumbling, good-humored
sidekick, right? Wrong, at least in peecable, both Kingsley and Caine
the new comedy UWitbout A aue" . were exquisite-in their roles. They
is that infact Dr. Watson is the were utterly convincing when playbrains behind the detective and that ing either side of their characters
distinguishes it from other
didn't want the film to have any Sherlock Holmes is a cowardly, roles, it was a performance within a
documentaries. Lennon is telling
bias. Beatie fans did not like her, foolish actor portraying a role performance. Kingsley's Watson
the story of his life. It is not soand they would not be able to say created by 'Watson, "a la" Rem- was an excellent example of the
meone explaining how he felt. He,
she directed a film which did not ington Steele. Ben Kingsley plays trend in todays movies to make a
in his own voice explains what his
show the real John Lennon.
the seemingly timid Dr. Watson and character as true to real life as possifeelings were. This brings the auThe movie was made from com- Michael Caine plays the famous ble. He acted as most of us
dience a more intimate film than if
bining and editing over 200 hours of detective. Botti are Academy would've in the same situation.
it were narrated by perhaps Yoko
film-footage from Lennon's perWatson had his faults as well as his
Ono, for anyone else for that mat- sonal collection. The movie was Award winners and their perfor- good points. It was quite striking to
mances in this film give evidence as
ter. His voice throughout the film
directed by Andrew Solt, and was to why.
see this man who has always been
gives it continuity. There are inproduced by David Wolper. Wolper
In ~ 'Witbout A Oue" we find shown as a simple fellow, as a
teresting scenes where Yoko Ono,
is most recently noted for having Holmes outsmarting Scotland Yard sharpwitted man with a temper.
and their son Sean Lennon talk
been in charge :of producing tbe and a hero in the eyes of the public, Michael Caines performance was a
about their feelings at the time of
1986 Liberty WeekeDd festivities.
what the public doesn't know is that bittersweet comedic genius. I am
his death. Also, his son Julian LenThere are songs in the movie that Holmes is really a drinking, gambl- always amazed at the versatility of
non, a child from his first marriage,
ing, womanizing idiot. It seems that this man. He pulls this role off with
reveals he and his father had just have not previously been released.
in this film written by Gory Murphy near-perfection and really makes
started to become close, only a He does a version of "Stand By
the audience feel for this sad but
short time before Lennon was shot Me" that rivals the original. Also, and Larry Stnzwther, Sherlock
the film clips afford a glimpse at the t - - - - =~-------------------and killed on December 8, 1980.
The scene of Lennon's murder creation of some of his classic
songs. He tells the real story behind
was the most riveting part of the
'LIleY Ia tile Sky With Iliamonds;"
movie for me. After watching the
One
day his son Julian came home
progression of one of the. world's
-legeRdary-musicians,...f£Om. ·a··young . f!.Q.m "~bOQ.l wit.b.a.J)J~ture he.drcw._~_ .......~~
man into manhood, his tmtimety and it was of a suaoge .Iady..
around. Lennon asked "What is
death evoked strong emotions.
Watching the screen at this time it," and Julian said "It's Lucy in
made me realize how tragic his the sky with diamonds. It did not
death was. The audience was filled stand for the drug LSD.
Perhaps for those people who are
with people crying. I had an aching
not real Beatie fans, this film will at
sense of loss that I had not felt
least
enable them to appreciate the
about him, until I saw the movie.
Yoko 000 had no part in making talents of John Lennon. Imagine
fa
this movie, other than releasing what the world of music would have
-=
films from his private collection. been like if the Beatles never ex~
;:
The reason for her lack of involve- isted. Imagine if John Lennon
··,~···.··;..··,-,,··,··z
ment, she explains, was because she never existed. "Imagine." see it.
o
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THE NATION HAS LANDED
acid. They also have two hearts, eat
raw meat as they cannot assimilate
the enzymes if it is cooked, get
drunk off sour milk, and have tan
spots stippled over their head in
place of hair. Some bigots call them
"Slap."
, .... CuD plays one of these

Well, George and Matthew hop
on the trail of some newcomers who
are busy recreating this potent blue
liquid that has no effect on humans,
but effects newcomers the same way
cocaine effects us. TheY plan to sell
it to their people and get rich. UnfortuDatdy, for the bad IU)'S,.

Holmes was just a fictional
character, written by John Watson,
Alien Nation is wild! It's corney,
who used to solve crimes in his detective stories. To boost the popularity
but fun! No, "corney" isn't exactly
of his storeis Watson hired an actor
the right word here. "Different" is!
to become a real life Sherlock Holmes
Alien Nation is different, primarily
to solve real life crimes using
because 3/4 of the cast are alien.
.,
Watson's genius. when this movie
Y es, believe It.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 begins Holmes has alrady built up a
I huge following in England as the
master detective, Watson gets none of
the credit. Only Watson, his
housekeeper and a group' of boys
who assist Watson know that
Holmes couldn't solve a crossword
puzzle. Holmes is basking in the
limelight and Watson is getting fed
up with putting all the work into the
cases and not setting so much as a
thank you. After a big fight Watson
fires Holmes and tells him that he
(the actor) is no longer Sherlock
Holmes. Then Watson tries to build
up
.a reputation for himself as "the
A slave ship from another planet bigots. Caan is Matthew Sykes, a George isn't about to let this poison
infuse itself in his new world as Crime-Dodor" but to no avail. As
dumps 2S0,OOO aliens- the United human police detective who teams
a result of his impenetrable hoax,
States calls them "newcomen"- up with the countries only alien the blue liquid holds a startling
Watson is unable to get anyone to
onto the Mojave Desert, and in Los gumshoe, Sam Francisco, to find deadly secret.
take him seriously. 1bey all see hiin
Angeles California they're no out which Slap are responsible for
The story moves along with vigor as Sherlock Holmes's assistant and
stranger then you or me. These his partners murder. "There is no and the action keeps on coming.
oD1y want to deal with Holmes
newc:omen are smarter tban way that I'm gonna call you Sam The characters are entertaining and
~f unaware of the incredible
humans, stronger than humans and Francisco, U Sykes screams. "I'm the make-up weird. Alien Nation,
irony taking place. Eventually Watafraid of nothing but sea water 9 gonna call you George, O.K. check it out.
son is forced to hire the actor back
which for them is like hydrochloric George."
By MARTIN STARKEY

-------------------------------------------1
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funny characterv While some of his
lines were inevitably corny Caine
came through and somehow made
them fit. Other notable performances were Paul Freedman as the
most ruthless Professor Moriarty
I've ever seen, and Lysette Antbogy
as the "femme fatal" who was
beautiful but believable at the same
time. The only disappointing performance in the whole movie comes
from Jeffrey JOIIes as the Scodud .
Yard Inspector. but this mostly
stems from his lines which are feeble and typical "lets make fun of
the ineffectual police force" lines.
The plot and concept for his
movie are fantastic and are
presented in such a way thai it
seems actually' possible. The
dialogue falters sometimes and this
lISually comes when the writer
stoops for laughs. This is something
tie doesn't need to do because there
are so many funny elements in this
picture. This picture is not for people who cannot stand an English accent but otherwise I can't think of
anyone who would not enjoy it. FOr
·those people wonderiDl about
'6Wldlotd A
here's yoUI'
clue: Go see it. yow will have a area
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Installation: Six Views·
A Search For Synthes~
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CHARISMA
Gospel groups; we see them today by the millions, starting off in
the store front churches, working
their way into the big gospel concerts and eventually hitting wax by
making an easy record deal with a
gospel label.
.
For some groups making it in the
gospel field is a piece of cake,
especially if you know people that
work at the major gospel radio stations or record companies. For
many artists it is a constant struggle. It's safe to say that many gospel
groups use their ministry of music
solely to attract those that need
salvation while recording an album
is secondary. Looking at the gospel
group Commissioned, one can
clearly see from its latest album
"On Tbe Winning Side" that this
group's main concern is reaching
those that are lost. Michael Brooks,
Fred Hammond, Keith Staten, Karl
Reid, and Mitchell Jones, once
musicians for the acclaimed
Winans, bring their message of
music on one of the greatest albums
the group has one yet.
I got th e chance to see
them, live in Kentucky for a concert
r-

tbeyAia at the Church Of Our Lord

Jesus Christ Notional Congress and
to say that the music was ministering was an under-statement. Their
album "On The WlDDing Side"
contains hits like UStrange Land,"
"Jesus Cares" and "You Keep On
Blessing Me." Commissioned
ministers to their audience in their
own originality that no one else
does. Whereas other groups count
on harmonizing to sing their songs,'
Commissioned harmonizes. and
ministers in their own individual
way. Not all gospel groups can do
this, but it doesn't take that to still
have the same affect on your audience. The Clarke Sisters are best
noted for ministering in their own
individual way as well. With the expert playing of Twinkie Clarke
and the most influential harmonizing and ministering of her sisters the
Clarke Sisters have church every
time they come on stage. Their
latest album, which contains "Pray
For The U.S.A.", "A Balm in
Gilead" and ~cnme Out", is a
perfect representation of what they
do live on stage that may sound
nothing like the album or that perform merely fOT the money or that
perfonn live but don't minister.

For a debut album Charisma's
uTIme" is a knockout. Three
singers, Paula Smith, Andrea Reed,
and
Cherisse Brinson brought
These types of gospel groups usually don't last long but those that do out the best in Buffalo when they
released, "NothiDg But The
have no annointing.
Blood" and "Whiter ThaD Snow."
All of the songs on their album are
, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i great and it would be wonderful to
~-------------_ihear more from them in the future.
Look for the hits "Romans 12:1"
and "TIme."

TOP TEN
GOSPEL
ARTISTS
I)

1)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)

Hezikiah Walker And The
Love Fellowship Crusade
Choir
Lavine Hudson
Sandi Patti
Amy Grant
Lavine Hudson
Douglas Miller
11u Brooklyn Tabernacle
Choir
Rnennd Ray Clay Evans
And The .Crusade Choir

9) Yolanda Adams
10) Tetrec Mas
Choir
..... _:_
. ••
........

•

4
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SHIRLEY
CESAR AND
MILTON
BRUNSON
AND THE
THOMPSON
COMMUNITY
SINGERS

the help of Milton Brunson and the
Thompson Community Singers.
Shirley has a host of artists on this
album but none of the songs helped
her as much as she helped herself.
"Never" and '·BaId ~ MIlle" are
two of the' best cuts that helped
make the album as good as it is.
Backed by Chicago's best choir one
couldn't ask for less.

IN
CLOSING•••
The passing of artist Benny Cumming took place earlier this month.
He was one of ·the most inspired gospel artists of our time
who encouraged many Christian
believers in their daily walk with
GOD. His last album UWith His
Stripes" contained hits from his
earlier albums as well as other hits
like "Saved By His Grace." The
Gospel industry will mourn his
passing but none will ever forget the
great works he did for the glory of
God.

Without a doubt one of the best
•

itospel albums of .the summer; with
.

.

MOVIE RWIiW
DREXEL BURNHAM LAMBERT

PARAMOUNT'S ''ACCUSED'' MAKES A
STRONG STATEMENT ABOUT RAPE

A PRESENTATION
FOR THEIR

FINANCIAL TRAINING
PROGRAM
ANY INTERESTED
Graduating Seniors
Especially Finance and accounting majors

Oct 26, 1988
4pm 6pm
Rm 1350,360 PAS
Light Refreshments
Served.

Jodie Foster and Kelly McQllis talk tbings out In "1be Acaased l t

By MARTIN STARKEY

viciously raped by three creepy
The A ccused, starring Kelly macho men. The twist here is that
McGillis and Jodie Foster, is a fierce as Sarah is being raped nobody tries
feminist movie in which a bar room to help her. They watch! And that is
rape is depicted in lurid, graphic a rather sickening thought that
detail. Admittedly, this film is not won't sit well with movie audiences
for everyone. It's a little strong, and doesn't sit with well with
which is probably the reason why Sarah's attorney Kathryn Murphy,
The Accused was slapped with an played by Kelly McGillis. Subsequently, Murphy ends up putting
"R' rating.
her
entire'career on the line to proJodie Foster plays Sarah Tobias,
a foul-mouthed waitress who loves secute not only Sarah's attackers,
to drink whisky and smoke pot. but those who witnessed the rape,
Angry with her live-in boy friend, charging them with "criminal
Sarah dresses in a seductive, skimpy solicitation." That meant that the
skirt and T-shirt and goes off to witnesses either induced or enmeet her girl friend at a local water- treated another person to commit a
ing hole called "The Mill." In the crime. This after the fact that her
bar all the boozed up good 01'boys attackers have their rape charge
eye Sarah with lust in their reduced to a lesser charge of
hearts. She in turn jokes about go- "reckless endangerment." Why?
ing home with the cute college guy Well, one look at Sarah and
in the next booth. It's not long Kathryn realizes that no jury would
before Foster's character is propped buy her as an innocent victim.
Screenwriter Tom Topor, a
up on a pinball machine and

veteran newspaperman, pulls no
punches in this thrilling courtroom
drama that is based loosely on a
.case in Massachusetts in 1983. Jodie
Foster is 1SOOJ. more believable in
this film than she was in the namby
pamby Stealing Home movie she
starred in with Mark Harmon
earlier this year. Foster plays both
sides of the coin, the Sarah before the
rape and the Sarah after the rape,
exceptionally well and makes the
transition between the two
believable. Meanwhile, McGillis,
who ironically was raped in 1982,
seemed a bit colorless as Kathryn
Murphy primarily because her
character is confined to the limits of
her job.
The Accused says alot. It says
alot about society and the system,
but most of all this film stresses that
witnesses to a crime have a moral
responsibility to aid the crime victim.

By DALE JOSEPH ZENGE'
I can't quite remember who it
was that said "out of chaos should
more a greater sense of order,"
maybe not in these exact words.
However this is to imply that from
it often rises a greater sense of
uniformity. Departing from that
premise, I would like you to consider six New York City Artists who
are apt at averting any kind of
labels, give them a site-specific
room that contains some plexyglass
and a handful of minerals and
organic substances such as salt,
iron, what have you, then throw in
a few synthetic materials and
fabrics in addition to anything that
might comes handy like a rotating
camera attached to video monitor
and perhaps even more plexyglass,
then watch carefully as Eve Andree
Laramee, Susan Mueller, Ray
Rapp, Karen Shasha, Jim Gratson
and John Toth turn into a visual
continuum what was primarily
chaos.
A visual continuum of chemical
reactions, physical structures, and
sheer imagination that took an entire room in order for it to dissolve.
The collective works of six New
York City Artists ranging from
"chemical reactive" .plates to
,'three dimentionalize tableaus,"
together entitled: Installation: Six
Views that were on display last
month at the gallery on Columbus
Circle.

was something in installation six
views for. everyone. Hence as. opposed to science I suppose, where
synthesis or consensus is in fact the
bottom line. in art the boundaries
aren't always so clearly defined.
Since its foundation, on occasions,
is mainly tied to the abstract, it rises
slowly to the surface only as it
unravels gradually before your eyes.
In effect because ideas have to be
combined with images (sometimes
over and over again) to provide
meaning, seldom does the artist
ever comes to a final synthesis.
However that does not imply that
there shouldn't be a search for one.
Departing from this premise,
likewise imagination and reality
held a constant duel throughout
"Installation: Six Views," that was
both refreshing and mentally
stimulating. A duality in some instances, that only left mere traces of
abstractions, but always vivid images that pervaded the entire room
as you moved from one piece to the
next.
Thus in essence, installation six
views can be described as a triad of
chemical reactions combining different natural elements with synthetic materials into a cumulative
process, next a number of physically tangible structures that were
undeniably real sometimes enhanced with artificial lighting and a
series of photographic images in a
time-altering mode of sequences.
Tbe~bit whicbwas~Uf"ated by .
.Sequences -wniChcapturea·certain
Carol Parlato with the assistance of
"je ne sais quoi" that weren't
the New York City Department of
necessarily there but that eventually
Cultural Affairs, was sponsored in
kept the interest of the viewer. In
part by "the organization of infact the final product as it turned
dependent artists" a not for profit
out could easily had been a sucorganization that facilitates such
cessful attempt on the part of six ur"non-traditional artforms," artist
ban artists to acquaint an audience
and curators in their efforts to gain
with their philosophies.
public exposure. But, first what was
Philosophy not necessarily of life
"Installation: Six Views."
in the city, but about nature in
The exhibit which took anywhere general and also survival in other
between three weeks to many monstrange places where chaos often
ths to assemble however was not a
rule. Places that allowed shadows
simplistic visual experience without
to communicate for instance in
some kind of philosophical implica- Susan Mueller's "circle" and later
tiona In fact a number of question birds to fly insurmountable
can be asked about "Installation:
obstacles in Jim Gratson's "will the
Six Views, one of which is for ex- marsh tit remembers where it
been." As a matter of fact John
ample, How Avant-Garde, was it?
Well probably it wasn't too much Toth, Jim Gratson, Karen Shasha,
when you consider the •'current Susan Mueller. Ray Rapp and Eve
trends in "Installation Art," yet it Andree Laramee tried at any cost to
would be even riskier to suggest that avoid any label that might had
it might had been contemporary.
painted them as experimental, thus
Hence caught between the two ex- by necessity they opted nQt to
tremes of chaos and order, again if deprive the audience of the full imone seems to be deliberately aver- pact of the installation. First, by
ring any specific description of the allowing everyone to bring to the
exhibit, it is only because as we show the final element which is his
move along you will find it overtly or her own imagination, secondly in
intentional that the idea as it was light of that prospect, they hoped to
conveyed by the artist themselves,
had, if just for the moment, turned
was to never let reality quite get in one into a conspirator to a puzzle
the way of the imagination.
that carried strong philosophical
Again this is to imply that innuendos.
However if not evident from the
regardless of where they met or
disintegrate, in a final search for very start that you had fully emsynthesis, it didn't matter very barked on a fantastic journey, con-·
much whether you were in avid art sider the following situation invoklover or just a curious layman, there ed by Laramee and Shasba respee....

~ ~.......--••JA.>/J1y..,.,i.J'III··"III!

tively in these words: "with ideas
becoming matter and the change of
matter from one state to another
unfixed episodes of chaos where
nothing is stable... , " eventually
that led to Shasha's place with
around motion, Hwhere the ocean
light becomes the ground through
which branches rise." Obviously a
promising place without a beginning and certainly no end that is both
changing and definitely mobile.
An apparently calm but, really an
unsettled place where John Toth's
"Saurs" had easily inserted a
dinosaur clothed in "contemporary
layerings" into a modern day world
overlooking Columbus Circle I
reckoned without having to go
through customs.
In any case although the
philosophical bearings of the artists
never materialize fully to the surface, nor did imagination reconciled with reality, the idea of a spinning camera traps within the

will lead you to "Saurs " John
. Toth's work that combined a giant.
sculpture representing the "head"
part of a dinosaur made of plexyglass and synthetic layerings - a
prehistoric creature going "G.Q."
that stood prominently in the rom
from floor to ceiling. Toth said that
"the work refers to a deep
geological archaeological structure
emanating through a contemporary layering." [So there you
have it Installation Six Views place
by piece.]
In retrospect Installation Six
Views was a triad of chemical reactions, physical structures and imagination that mentally stimulated
and visually gratified. Athough
each piece varied- in its approach
together they successfully carried a
visual continuum that communicated a sense of meaning in the
course of time. However, that is not
to conclude that necessarily it
brought order out of chaos in the
quest for synthesis. In fact I am certain that the battle between imagination and reality will continue
until the next installation.

the marsh tit remembers where it
had been" in figure 3 is a "small
scale stage" according to Jim that
treats "a thematic subject in
divergent manners" utilizing "an
abstract tree trunk in his waIl floor
tableau" (according to the press
release from the gallery). Thus three
dimentionalize his paintings, drawing composition "a small stage"
where a bird wanders through a
forest of green foliage. Incidentally
this piece was inspired by an earlier
scientific experiment in (operant
conditioning). Gratsorr's work was
left mainly in a state of abstractions.
However Karen Shasha "approaches the idea of a forest in a
different manner" according to the
press release uShasha combines her
actual defoliated branches in figure
4. with a photographic forest floor
invoking a visceral feeling to the
analyzed abstracted references of
Jim Gratson " Shasha's place with
perimeters- Of -a~--nuge"-pl~Yihiis---·a· . round.. mo.tio}l"wTiicll--sne-''cube, is evidently part of the sometimes described as £ 'pasparadox that symbolizes the search sionate 'set up a symbolic natural
for £ 'self identity" in a place where environment, a photo collage of
uniformity is as abstract as it is earth and moving fish forms. The
rather rare. Eventually it shed light color of filterated ocean light
on itself through a video monitor becomes the ground through which
that could easily had been a mirror branches rise, later she added the
My work explores subject matter
to anyone's soul who might had sand and fence function as a beach
under the influence of various
been equally trapped in the duality landscape in which a post support a
forces. I define my sculpture
of life in strange places. Now let's hanging strings of photos taken
material as being under the action
pull apart piece by piece Installation from windows of moving vehicles
of implied 'given' forces.
and trairu.Bhasha said "The piece
Six Views.
Dynamism implies that en.ergy is the
While Eve Andree Laramee is a suspended rhythm."
basic principle of all phenomena. In
Hallows minerals and organic
Neverthelss continuous images
site-specific installations it is this
chemicals such as salt, copper, iron, on a video screen is the third eleenergy that dictates the nature of
wood and water to interact, incor- ment in Ray Rapp's work' 'closure
my action in giving the work shape.
porating the process of chemical I ask Rapp to talk about his work in
SAVRS loosely names a body of
reaction into her primal environ- figure 5. "The plexy glass cube has
ment" she asks you to "visualize an existed previously in several roles 1. artistic works created by members
ocean of nothing" and then "watch a container for objects 2. a surface of the East Buffalo Media Associanothingness turn into something" within which the sides have been tion. The members of E.R.M.A. are
in the picture in figure 1. Later she painted with television interference musicians. writers and visual artists,
concluded "{that her work bring patterns 3. a clearboxsitting on a each of which is responsible for
forth the residue of traces left by wall painted with the aforemention- creating a work in their own
the processes of evaporation, ed interference patterns 4. a plex- medium that personally interprets
sedimentation, chemical reaction yglass box stuck in plaster." The their ideas about dinosaurs. The
and crystalization. It is always in a displayed picture is the repeated collective enjambment of these
view from inside of the cube with works is an inter-media perforstate of change.]"
Changes that occurred now and the video interference patterns mance. As a sculptor I have created
then and sometimes every twelve routed into it's furface... Finding a large scale installation that's been
minutes in Susan Meueller's work the specific pattern required many inspired by the gigantic dinosaur
"cycle" figure 2. Mueller "struc- hours of watching television tuned burial ground at Howe Quarry in
tures personal experiences through to a station which is not broad- Wyoming and Luis Alvarez's
layered mylar drawings her works casting programming. Later Rapp theory on periodic extinctions. A
included free standing sculptural concluded with a reference from a complete installation of SAURS imelements and artificial lighting that book entitled (lecriture et la dif- plies that it is too big to fi t into any
cause moving shadows" Mueller's ferenee, Jacques Derrida 1'. 430). conventional gallery space. For this
iristallation "reflect the patterns of (Ufrom the moment the circle turns reason SAURS will be presented in
communication" she said ubetween that the work is wound back upon a series of shows in which parts of
two people facing each other in a itself that the work repeats itself, the work will emerge; In this way
fixed position while their shadows itself identity receives in impercepti- the uHEAD" will appear in one
communicate. " Miss Mueller who ble difference which allows us to show; The UARM" and "CLAW"
has been working on -UHuman stop effectively rigorously, and thus will surface in the next show; The
uTORSQ" will follow in another
Communication" for the past 12 discreetly out of closure").
years put together this final installaNow imagine that you are being setting. In 1990 an entire graveyard
tion out of dozens of drawings and pulled in the opposite direction by of SAURS will be installed in the
paintings.
an unusual- music [marumba] a grand lobby of the Brooklyn
Usually painting comes to you in combination of different sounds Museum ~ As an inter-media work
three dimensional forms that are coming from an instrument whose each of these installations includes a
implemented on a two dimensional description equally escaped you performance of music/sound and
vocal text by members ofE.8.M.A.
frame, however Jim Gratson's "will nevertheless, its uoriginal scores"
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CAR
ACOUSTICS
It has been said that the interior
of any car, usually shaped like a
box to accommodate four or five
people one foot or so above the
asphalt, is simply not congenial to
the acoustics needed for an
audiophile to enjoy good music.
The Laws of Physics are simply not
in your favor. Yet engineers love a
challenge, and they've been trying
for years to tailor-design the
magical system which will enable
any car's interior to achieve good
acoustical qualities. They've
discovered something rather extraordinary, and they like to stick it
with a high-brow term, the
Resonance Mode Principle, or more
colloquially, the principle of
resonance modes. It says, rather
straightly, that any enclosed volume
will exhibit both preferred frequencies, and ones tha are not so preferred at all. But preferred over to

----------------

remains outstanding - the frequency modes of car interiors are quite
noticeable to human ears. Sit near a
ten-inch subwoofer, or any subwoofer, for immediate, audible
proof.
Yet if we can understand what
causes these "devilish n deviations
in frequency response, and learn
how to tame them, we're on the
road to improved car sound.
Engineers are professionals. They
have a discipline known as the "Use
The Best Approach First "
discipline. Well, the best approach
here would be to obtain the correct
measure
analytical tools. If we
the deviations in frequency
response with the correct tools, and
gain experience by using them, our
learning curve begins to shift
toward a more stable path, and the
road to better car sound is found.
Finally.
"
The primary agent for measuring
interior car sound is the real-time
spectrum analyzer, or RTA. This
analyzer is rather a sophisticated
thing, or so they would like us to
believe, but it is basically a set of
one-third-octave band-pass filters.
These filters are arranged at standard frequencies, each measuring
amplitude at that frequency. This
provides a rough sketch of the car's
interior with respect to its frequency
response, plotting amplitude versus
frequency.

--------

can

what? Supposedly preferredover to
hearing nothing at all. Why listen to
nothing when you're driving?
Trusting your conversational skills
to 'do any magic tricks on any given
Saturday night just doesn't sound
like the most risk-free thing to try
out, on any given Saturday night,
that is (or on any other night for
that matter).
Never th e l e s s , beca us e the
Resonance Mode Principle is
something tangible (unlike good
conversation), this results in both
the reinforcement and cancellation
of a volume frequency's response.
What they means by this is the
greater the volume, the lower the
frequency of the modes; the smaller
the volume, the higher their frequency. This reads like a tomequoted proof for plane geometry,
or maybe a good algorithm for a
Pascal program, but one thing still

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---,,------------

-

The analysis of frequency
response is the most crucial one of
all in spotting problem cavity
modes, just like the analysis of sleep
is the most crucial in spotting problem children behavior, and/or correctional procedures. Without the
details a full analysis is capable of
providing, no amount of hardware
in the world will even begin to
deliver the flat, high-fidelity
-

-

playback you expect of your car
stereo., This is how car-designers
swell their monetary accounts by
working full-time jobs to measure,
adjust, tune, and ultimately coax
the curve into a line as flat as possible, the most ideal situation.
What if you're the type to rely on
the ear-tuning method rather than
using an RTA? I'd say go right
ahead, because an RTA isn't too
concerned about manifesting itself
as a big fat dent in your wallet
(which it does), and valuable eartraining (just as it is for musicians)
takes time, and the length of time
being a function of one's musical
aptitude. If you don't fall into
either one of these groups, either
the comfortably rich or musically
talented, I'd say roll down your
windows to improve the sound, or
maybe take a crack at conversation.
Supposedly it's good when you're'
with someone you love. But don't
go and push a good thing just
because someone else thinks so.
(Especially when the going is good.)
Not over car stereo.

this, we can be prepared for the
following experience: Every enclosed cavity will show a distinctive
acoustical fingerprint. That is to
say, it will peak at a certain number
of Hz, and hit a low note at a certain number of Hz. We're not looking at the frequency response ofthe
system installed inside the car, 'but
rather, that of the actual car's interior. These problems (peaks and
dips) can be confronted with and
solved by a proper mixture of
speaker positioning, selection, and
equalization.:
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6th Floor - 23rd St. Building
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1.: 15 - 2AS
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Tuesday

7:45 - 9: 10 p. m. (basketball only)

"

Wednesday
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Using the RTA, we can measure
the entire audio-frequency
response, or broadband response.
To do this successfully, we would
want to have a broadband signal
with energy at all the frequencies
which needed to be measured.
Noise is the perfect example of a
signal with energy at all frequency
levels. We can choose "whiten
noise or "pink" noise. White noise
is a certain type of signal which has
equal energy at each frequency, but
pink noise has equal energy at each
active. (Using a 3-dB/octave filter,
white noise can yield pink noise as a
derivative.) Pink noise is preferable
over white noise because it correlates to the manner in which the
ear perceives music. Armed with
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Let the public take heed: the
microphone fiend Rakim and his
turntable addict Eric B. are no joke
in the rap industry.
To set the record straight.
Rakim, from the town of Wyndance Long Island, is the best rapper in the industry. Only Big Daddy
Kane and Kool Moe Dee come close
to duplicating his sound. If you
don't believe the hype just listen to
their latest album 16FoUow The
I Leader." Unlike their last album,
i Paid lit Full, Eric B. and Rakim's
format of music took a complete
turn around since they switched
I their record labels from 4th and
Broadway to their new label, Uni.
This album is not as great as the
Paid In Full album which went
I platinum, but it's still slamming
(FoUow The Leader has already
gone gold.) Rakim, a five percenter
(a branch taken from the muslim
faith) has a faster pace of rhymes
on this album than he did the last
one. In his slower songs like

I

I

business. -,
Stating that Rakim is one of the
best rappers is not enough. To see
him live in action would tell it all.
At the Nassau Collusiom his lyrics
wrecked the Dope Jam Tour which
featured Big Daddy Kane, Boogie
Down Production, Doug. E. Fresh,
Biz Markie, and Kool Moe Dee.
Eric B. and Rakim have great assets
in their advantage now than they
did before. Their assets are that
they can take full cont rol of their
record company, stay paid in full by
working with Rush Management
and recruit other artists, whom they
can produce in future. Eric B.
might be a disadvantage to Rakim
because he is the beat creator of the
crew and his turntable skills are
weak. A studio could do but so
much for you.
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"Microphone Feind," he uses dope
rhymes like "Cool, cause I don't
get upset/ I kick a hole in the
speaker pull the plug then I jet, .• to
let his public know he's not a force
to be reckoned with. "Microphone
Feind" sounds like the sound of
christmas chimes put together with
a dope beat. When follow the
Leader was released on the twelve
inch, it had to grow on some of his
followers because he rhymed so fast
and said so much that it was hard fo
rpeople like myself to catch a grip
on what he was trying rosay.
Nevertheless Follow The Leader
sounded hype with its funky bass
lines and original beats made by
Eric B. Unlike their last album, Eric
B. and Rakim used more of their
own materials in Follow The
Leader. When the album was
released it was no surprise what the
outcome would be. uLyrics Of
Fury," "Pot Your Hinds
Together" and UDoin' It With The
R" and great power packed jams
which display Rakim's invulnerable
style of being the best rapper in the
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UPCOMING Horne Games
(Men's Bowling)
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A TRIBUTE'
Tennis Team Wins
Hudson ValleyTourney
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"A Day In The
Life"
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Photos by Jackie Secaira

Ladies

e Gutsy In Comeback Win

-

By MICKEY KRAMER

What a comeback.
In front of a - get this - packed
gym balcony, the women's
volleyball team rallied from a two
games to nothing deficit to defeat
Nyack by the scores of (l2-15~
14-16, 15-10, 15-4 and 15-9).
The fan support that this game
drew is an amazing story in itself',
The balcony was filled with about
75 spectators- which unofficially
broke the attendence record by
about 70. And they were not mildmannered or laid back in the least.
There was screaming, clapping,
referees' warnings and even, if you
could believe it, an attempted
WAVE.

It was some change for the better.
But, of course the real story was
the team's resiliency. For one of the
first times all season they picked
their heads up and didn't get
discouraged when they fell behind.

lead. Pilar Reinoso, Christine Loh
and Stephanie Varcados supplied
-the hitting. A mid-season addition,
and a last-season returnee, Lillian
Arroyo, added a great spark as the
team's new setter. She sets the ball
very well, leads on the court and
allows Reinoso, a good hitter, to
concentrate on just that, hitting.
Nyack closed the gap but could not
hold off the charging ladies. The
final score was 15-10.
Game four was probably the
ladies' finest game of the year. All
systems were go. They served four
aces. Reinoso and Varcados were
almost unstoppable and Arroyo
got into the act with two surprise
clinks. And for the (once again,
unofficial) first time in Baruch
history, the fans were warned by the
referee to QUIET down while the
other team served. The fans even
seemed to intimidate the Nyack
team, as Baruch breezed, 15-4.
In adlo.! Stepbanie VarcadM (15) spikes a Pilar Reinoso (3) set while tea. _lei look

.......

eo-eaptaia Joy Martia (far "bt) . . . . lief'

. .tea how to . . . for tile

before tria.hlg the

slnates title.

call1el''a •

Tennis Team
(Continued from Page 816)

AllIIOSt ..... time. The ladies get reMY to play the match of llieir lives. Afterwards, tlley CD flally say, "WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS!"

been awarded The Ticker's Athlete
_ of the month. (see article elsewhere
in this issue).
In the #2 singles final,
Loesvidhya won her match 7-5, 6-1
but in the #3 finals, Cohen
lost to her Mt. St. Vincent opponent 4-6, 3-6. Secaira defeated her
opponent from SUNY-Purchase in
the #4 singles final 6-3, 6-4 and
Martin won her #S singles match
but needed three sets, 6-2, 46, 6-3.
Brooks defeated her SUNYPurchase rival 6-2, 6-1 in the #6
final.
In tournament doubles matches,
in what was the most grueling
match
of
the
day,
#1
Assimacopoulos and #2 Loesvidhva
were upset in a ten game pro-set,
10-9. They were down 9-5 at one
point and Mt. St. Vincent had a
match point at 9-6 but they held
tough and tied the score at 9-9 with
one point more to go. The score
went to 40-40 (duece) and the next
score was match point. Baruch
couldn't properly return the strong
serve and lost the match.
In other matches Alland
and Brooks, playing #3 and #4
respectively defeated the #3 and #4
from Mt. S1. Vincent 10-4. Secaira
and Daniels playing at #S and #6
defeated their Mt. St. Vincent
counterparts in a shortened match,
8-3.

...•.................

Drexel Burnham Lambert
October 26, 1988
Room 1200
360 PAS
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Soccer Team- Struggles

Pre-Matell Jitters? No way. Cadlerl_ AssI_KOPOtIIos takes ceIIler state,

08.

The ladies did not play well in the
The final nail in Nyack's coffin
was put in by Mickey Rianfirst two games and the scores were
till very close. This could've hit them tongchana. She had a terrifice game
Next up for the ladies was a home serves - when gotten over - were . called out to reserve setter Helen
five. She made five outstanding
In two ways; one, they could
match
versus Mt. St. Vincent. The very strong. The final score was Liao, "A good one now." Not carhave just collapsed and said "today serves (including an ace), three
match turned into the "Columbus 15-10.
ing whoheard, Reinoso took the set
just ain't our clay," or two, suck in spikes and a dink. Fittingly, the
game
three
the
"chicken
In
Day
comedy
hour."
The
match
and
hit it for a 12-8 lead. Moments
their gut and say, "DAMN, we final two points were scored on her
without
a
head"
theory
was
began
inauspiciously
as
once
again
later, it was over, IS-8.
played poorly and we still almost serves. Even after falling behind 4-5
epitomized
by
both
teams.
There
the
fans
numbered
less
than
15.
Burnett called it ~ 'a comedy of erwon, we CAN come back!"
in the final game, you knew Baruch
Security should take some of the were collisions, confusion, and rors" and "the funniest game I ever
Thankfully, for the huge crowd,
would pull it oat. They had the
they -ehose the latter. In coach momentum in the match ever since blame as they turned people away more. Coach Burnett took it all in saw."
stride and even got a kick out of the
A win is a win is a .win. And
Burnett's post-second game pep
they charged out to that comman- saying, "The scnool is closed."
Even without the big turnout, the disarray. Talk about loose, Baruch is getting more and more of
talk, she gave the girls words they
ding lead in game three. Everything
ladies
really had a good time. They Reinoso, while lining up for a spike them lately.
would later live by, uYou've got
fell into place; from Arroyo's set~
noticed early on that Vincent wasn't • • ~···• • • •~ ~• • • 4 • • • • • • • • • • • •
nothing to lose, just go out there ting to Loh '5- defense, "and from
a~ro~k~,~~er~~t~~==========================~
and have fun. "
Varcados ' blocking to RianWow! It looked like they had a . tongchana's everything. They just went through, they really
toosened: up. --The .'usuany- stoiC
-team'~trai1SPlanio·peration.lnga-rne -- -dominaiea~the~gam~-ls-9.··
:n
.. Burnett even laughed her way
three, they sprinted out to a 7-1
The comeback was complete.
through this match.
*••**************************** *******************************
Team groupie Chris Demers
wasn't laughing early in the match
as they fell behind 3-8. He was subbing for Burnett who was late. That
was the last lead Vincent would
By STEVEN SCHEER
CUNY conference, Baruch came have. The team played good enough
The Baruch Men~s Soccer Team "home" to play Kings Point. The to win 15-12. The highlight of game
continued
its up and down game was played at Lehman Col- one was the 10 points scored by
lege - Baruch's official home.
Reinoso on her serves alone.
season with two losses and a tie.
The second game featured much
The team was 2-3-1 overall, 1-0-1
Baruch started off fast. Guy
in the CUNY Conference-winning Celestine scored midway through better play on Baruch's part. Loh,
against Old Westbury and Medgar the first half to give Baruch the lead Varcados, Reinoso and RianEvers, losing against Southampton, 1-0. Pierre Louis scored his second tongchana all had some big hits.
Rutgers and C. W. Post and tying goal in' two games later in the first Arroyo was setting nicely and the
Lehman in the first haIf of the half to give Baruch a 2-0 lead. But,
season.
Kings Point scored late in the half
*.****************************
The second half of the season to cut Baruch's lead to 2-1 at
started off well for Baruch. On halftime. Once apin Baruch failed
******************************
Oct. 12 at Hunter College, Guye to protect its lead as Kings Point
Irbing scored to give Baruch a 1'() tied the score at Z-2 three quarters
Coming soon to an
lead. That goal stood up until mid- through the second haIf. The game
Administrative Center
way through the second half. At
went into overtime but after 20
that time an altercation broke out. minutes the' score remained the
Lounge near you. It's
Only a Baruch player was ejected
same. Final score: Baruch 2 Kings
~~The Return of an
so Baruch was at a disadvantage for Point 2. Coaeh Anthony Henry
the remainder of the game-fielding knew that Barnett should have won.
Olympian"
only 10 men to Hunter's 1I. He said, "We could have won but
Hunter responded in force scoring we missed too many scoring opporMeet Peter Lewison,
three times later in the game to tu nit ie s in regulation and
Baruch's Olympic
defeat Baruch 3-1.
overtime. " On the season as a
On Wednesday, Oct. 15, whole Henry added, "We're not
Fencer.
Baruch traveled to CCNY. Once winning because we're not holding
again Baruch was involved in facilities. We don't have our own
The Date:
a nailbiter. First place CCNY , field. Our practices are held inside
Thursday, Oct. 27
scored first early into the game but the gymansium. But the biggest.
that was the only goal of the half reason is that the professors and
The Time:'
because both teams were playing ex- teachers aren't allowing the players
12:30-1:30 PM
.cellent defense. Baruch finally to miss classes for practice and
broke through early in the second games. We forefeited against C. W.
The Place:
half when Pierre Louis scored to tie Post because teachers wouldn't let
the score at 1-1. But the heart- the players out _ And two key
Administrative Center
breaker came 10 minutes later players weren't allowed out of
Lounge - 135 East 22
when Baruch goaltender St. Joy classes against CCNY. We can't
Office of Career Services
misjudged a crossover pass that was win without players."
Street
headed in by a CCNY forward to
School of Business and Public Administration
Although Baruch cannot make
give CCNY a 2-1 lead which was
Room 1321
the playoffs this season, it can finish
the final score.
.******
.
After two heartbreaking road with a good record as long as it can
360 PAS
get
all
it
s
players
to
the
games.
losses to the top two tearns in the

Videos

Counseling

Career days
Internships

Publications

Career symposia

Part-time employment
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On-campus recruitment
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THE BARUCH
ATHLETE
OF THE
MONTH
By MICKEY KRAMER
Can you believe it's already time

or our second Athlete of the
Month? This month the voting went
down to the eleventh hour. Two
teammates fought for the honor.
They are members of the
undefeated ,Women's TennisTeam.
They are both sophomores and are
each playing in their second season.
And the winner is....
Catb erine Assimacopoulos.
Assimacopoulos just edged teammate Orapin Loesvidhya.

"She has shown a lot
of development and
she's very talented ...
And I expect her to
improve even more."
Coach Bill Eng.
*************************.*.*••

Last year, Loesvidhya had the
edge and was ranked number one.
This season, Assimacopoulos turned a lot of practice into an amazing
season. As the top seed, she had to
play the best player on each team
and she didn't lose a set until the
Hudson Valley Tournament.
In her three matches this month,
prior to the Tourney, she defeated
her opponents by the scores of (6-3,
7-5), (6-3, 6-0), and (6-1, 6-0).
Coach Bill Eng. who had a lot of in put in choosing the winner, said this
about his young star, "She has
shown a lot of development and she
is very talented. Also, the biggest
difference over last year is her rising
confidence. Her consistency,
forehand, and backhand have all
improved... And in the next two
years I expect her to improve even
more. "
Co-captain Jackie Secaira also
adds that "(Assimacopoulos) improves with every match, she's really confident. '9

the first set, 6-3, but her opponent
returned the favor in the second set.
This was the first set all season that
she lost.
They were now down to one set
to decide it all. In a match that she
called "a very difficult one," our
winner came out on top, 6-4.
When informed of the honor
Assimacopoulos was very surprised.
She thanked coach Eng and added
"I'm happy."
What a month she had. She
dominated her regular season opponents, won the Hudson Valley
singles title and topped it all off by
becoming The Ticker's second ever
Athlete of the Month.

...................*

*******************************

.

.The match that clinched her
award was on Oct. 15. In the
Hudson Valley Tournament (which
Baruch won), Assirnacopoulos
played one of the best players in the
Tournament, a rival from Mt. St.
Vincent who defeated her last year.
Their' match was a thriller. They
played a best of three to decide the

champion. Assimacopoutos : won

Editor's Note:
In the Oct. 11 issue,
it was incorrectly
printed that Anna
Daniels won a singles
and doubles match
against John Jay.
Alexis Alland was the
(6-0, 6-1) singles winner, and she teamed up
with Sue Brooks to
take the doubles match
(6-1, 6-2).
1~_
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By STEVEN SCHEER

Sarah Lawrence had no more
- players but in order to give
The Baruch College Women's Martin a match, they substituted in
Tennis team is hot. Red Hot! Make last year's #1 player (a non-roster
no mistake about it. Baruch con- player). Martin lost and Baruch
tinued at its torrid pace, hoping gave them the win even though it
to go undefeated this season, with shouldn't have counted.
four more wins and by capturing
In the doubles matches,
the Hudson Valley Title.
On Oct. 6 Baruch played
A.lIand and Brooks combined
division rival CCNY. It was no con- for a 6-4,. 6-2 win and Secaira and
test. Baruch romped 8-1. Baruch Anna Daniels won 6-0, 6-3. The
totally dominated the singles mat- other match, was forfieted by Sarah
ches. Number 1 seed Catherine Lawrence. The win ..over Sarah
Assimacopoulos beat her #1 rival Lawrence raised Baruch's record to
6-3. 6-{); Orapin Loesvidhya also a perfect 9~. Their record climbed
won her match 6-3, ~. Karyn to 10-0 when Staten Island College
Cohen, who has struggled recently, cancelled because of two injuries
has come on very strong in and conflict with classes.
the past three matches and won big
The long wait was over and the
6-0, 6-3. Jaekie-Secaira,·sftewmg flO - KttdsoB ·V~ tQlmameRt arrived.
signs of an early season injury, won on "~Y ~oet. -14. the
without problem 6-1,6-3; Joy Mar- team traveled to SUNY -Purchase,
tin breezed 6-0, 6-2 and Sue Brooks site of the tournament, practiced
won easily 6-1. 6-1.
during the day and stayed in a
In doubles matches the top tanhotel overnight. Because of
dom of Assimacopoulos and
Baruch's record, all of the Baruch
Secaira were upset by CCNY's #1
players were seeded #1. The other
and Ifl. in a 10 game pro-set 10-5.
teams that participated were Mt. St.
Alexis Alland and Loesvidhya had a
Vincent (winner of the tournament
tough match but still prevailed 10-7 in the past two years.), SUNYPurchase, John Jay and Sarah
and Janet Gurry and ham Siddiqui
combined for a 10-2 thrashing of Lawrence.
CCNY's #5 and #6.
The tournament was set up like
The next day Baruch played the National Hockey League
Brooklyn College. Baruch won 5-1 playoffs. Each ranked player (#'s
l~ received a seeding within each
in a rain-shortened match. Only
three singles matches were played ranking. Then the #1 seed played
because Brooklyn's team arrived the #4 seed and the #2 seed played
one hour late and forfeited three the #3 seed.
In all of the matches, the Baruch
matches. In the matches that were
played, Cohen defeated her oppoplayers (all seeded #1) defeated their
opponents (all seeded #4) in the first
nent 10-6, Secaira also won 10-6 but
Loesvidhya lost her match 10-8. round.
Coach Bill Eng said, "Brooklyn
was the toughest tearn we played so
In the #1 singles final (second
round) Assimacopoulos beat her
far. They had the most talent."
opponent, the #2 seed from Mt. St.
The following day Baruch was to Vincent, 6-3, 3-6,6-4. In last years
play SUNY-Purchase but the game tournament Assimacopoulos lost
was rained out. The rainout was a to the same opponent (last year
factor because SUNY-Purchase was Assimacopoulos was seeded Ifl. and
a team Baruch would nave to face her opponent #1) but this season
in the Hudson Valley Tournament sheavenged for her loss. She admitcoming up that weekend.
ted being nervous before the match,
After two days straight of play- "I wanted to win but I was a little
ing the day off was welcomed scared and nervous especially going
because the team had to play Sarah into the final set." Assimacopoulos
led 3-1 in the final set but ' her
Lawrence the next day.
The rested Baruch squad had lit- opponent came back to take the
tle trouble with Sarah Lawrence, lead 4-3. Assimacopoulos then took
another team Baruch would meet in control- and won 6-4. Coach Eng
the Hudson Valley Tournament, said, "Both players were very skillwinning the match 7-1.
ed and hit the ball with consistancy
Number 1 Assimacopoulos had an but Catherine had better eneasy time beating her opponent 6-1. durance. " For her performances
6-0; Ifl. Loesvidhya cruised 6-1, 6-1; this month .·Assimacopoulos has
#3 Cohen played well in winning
6-3, 6-3 and #4 Secaira whipped her
See PQg~ B/4
opponent 6-1, 6-1.

